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0260130000
TIRE GLOSS:
It renews the appearance of the tires with a long-lasting ultra-glossy effect. 
Adheres to any type of tire from the newest to the most used. It does not stick, does 
not stain and does not attract dust or insects. Tire Gloss contains bright polymers 
that offer a super wet effect and a shiny finish, it protects from atmospheric 
agents and from aging caused by sun exposure to UV rays, giving a deep and 
lasting black to the tire.
Carefully wash the tires and make sure that the surface is completely dry, then 
apply 2-3 sprays on the special foam sponge. Spread it evenly over the entire 
surface. Let it dry for 10-15 minutes and remove the excess with the special 
Microfibre cloth.

AVAILABLE FORMATS: 500ml - 5lt - 10lt - 25lt

0260130001
TIRE BLACK:

It renews the appearance of the tires with a long-lasting effect, shiny finishing or 
matt finishing if removed with a microfiber towel. It perfectly adheres to any type 

of tires from the newest to the most used ones. Tire Black creates a  water-repellent 
barrier on the tire, protecting it from atmospheric agents and against aging 
caused by sun exposure to UV rays. It gives a long lasting deep black finish to 

the tire. Thoroughly wash and dry the tires, apply the product on the applicator 
sponge and spread the product evenly over the entire side of the tire. Remove the 
excess after a few minutes for a matt finish or leave it to dry for 10-15 minutes for a 

more shiny effect. If the tires are very old, it is recommended 
to apply the product twice.  

AVAILABLE FORMATS:  500ml - 5lt - 10lt - 25lt

0260080000
ACID REMOVER:
Specific product to efficiently remove heavy stubborn dirt such as: iron, rust, tar, 
minerals, limestone, saltiness and also oxidation or brake lining traces.
It gives a perfect clean brightness. To be applied on: rims, exhaust pipes and 
aluminum and stainless steel parts.
Acid Remover CONTAINS FLUORHYDRIC ACID, before use it is suggested to 
test it on a small hidden area to check the result. Wet the surface to be treated, 
spray the product directly on the area, if necessary gently brush it with a soft hair 
brush with split ends and rinse aboundandly with steam-hydrojet or water. Dry 
with a microfiber towel. If the surface is very dirty, repeat the process.

AVAILABLE FORMATS: 500ml - 5lt - 10lt - 25lt
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0260120000
IRON REMOVER: 
Decontaminant for removing ferrous residues from rims and bodywork. It respects 
all the surfaces thanks to its neutral pH formulation, it does not contain acids or 
soda and it is safe for the user. At the end of the treatment the surface will be 
deeply cleaned and decontaminated. The surface is now protected against 
re-oxidation for a few weeks thus reducing the porosity of the treated surface. 
Shake before use and spray directly on the surface to be treated. Leave the 
product to act for 5 - 6 minutes depending on the level of contamination. 
Its cleaning and decontaminating action will be visible thanks to the purplish red 
color it assumes when it encounters ferrous residues. Rinse with water or steam 
and hydro jet and dry the surface with a microfiber cloth. Do not let the product 
dry. If it dries, use the product again. Do not use the product on hot surfaces.
AVAILABLE FORMATS: 500ml - 5lt - 10lt - 25lt

0260120001
TAR & GLUE REMOVER :

Special detergent for quickly removing tar, resins, glue, stickers from the car body 
paint, glass windows and wheels. It is not oily, easily removable with a microfiber 

or rinsed with water. Spray pure on the surface to be decontaminated and wait for 
some minutes. Clean with a dry cloth to check the effective removal of the 

contaminant. Finally, rinse with high pressure water or with steam and 
hydro jet function. Pay attention to plastics or adhesives.

AVAILABLE FORMATS:  500ml - 5lt - 10lt - 25lt

0260120002 
QUICK WAX :
Quick and easy to apply protective wax. 
Quick Wax is a product designed to flawlessly finish your car wash. It allows 
removing marks, fingerprints and surface dirt. It creates an immediate smooth 
surface with a “silky” touch, it provides a water and dust repellent action thanks 
to its antistatic feature and it guarantees a super glossy effect, highlighting the 
body color in the best possible way. It also protects the surface from atmospheric 
agents, pollution and bird droppings. Its constant use makes the next car wash 
easier, reducing the car wash frequency. Spray evenly on the surface to be treated 
and spread evenly with a microfibre cloth until completely dry. It can also be used 
on glass and plastics.

AVAILABLE FORMATS:  500ml - 5lt
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0260090000
PLASTIC RESTORER:
It renovates and protects interior and exterior plastics, vinyls and ABS surfaces. 
It gives a glossy effect and color depth for a bright and shiny finishing. Plastic 
Restorer guarantees long lasting protection from UV rays, releasing an excellent 
fragrance. 
Carefully wash and dry the surfaces to be treated, apply 2-3 sprays on the foam 
sponge and spread the product evenly over the entire surface. Let it dry for 
5 minutes before removing the excess with the special microfibre towel.  

AVAILABLE FORMATS: 500ml - 5lt - 10lt

0830080002 
NANO PREP - decontaminant:

Nano Prep is a decontamination cleaner which specifically removes paste or other 
oily, grease residuals from the paint after the polishing process. Nano Prep helps 

to prepare the surface before the application of nanotechnology or waxs 
protection products. Spray the product evenly on the surface and buff it with a 

clean microfiber towel till the surface is completely dried.

AVAILABLE FORMATS: 500ml
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0830080010
HARD  CUT N°0 :
Highly abrasive paste, the first step is useful to remove scratches from the car 
body caused by sanding P1200-P2000.  The Hard Cut n°0 abrasive paste is an 
excellent ally to get rid of  important scratches thanks to its thick grain. It can be 
used either on old and oxidized paints or on fresh and well dried paints. 
Shake before use, apply the product on its specific cutting pad Yellow Pad n°0. 
Apply the pad on the surface to treat and use the polisher at minimum speed. 
Use the polisher at medium speed for 90 seconds. Remove the residues with a 
microfiber cloth. According to the result you obtained, decide whether to proceed 
with Gloss Cut n°1 or Deep Gloss n°2.

AVAILABLE FORMATS: 1kg

0830260009
YELLOW PAD N°0:

Rigid and rough cutting pad, it allows you to treat correctly the surface to get rid 
of scratches. Yellow pad n°0 combined with Hard cut n°0 guarantees 

an excellent finish. This pad improves the efficiency of the paste.

0830080000 
GLOSS CUT N°1 :
Highly abrasive paste, in just one step you’ll get abrasive and polish action, it 
removes P1500-3000 sanding, according to the paint characteristics. Useful on 
scratched car bodies. Shake before use, apply the product on its specific cutting 
pad Orange Pad n°1. Apply the pad on the surface to treat and use the polisher at 
minimum speed. Use the polisher at medium speed for 90 seconds. Remove the 
residues with a microfiber cloth. To obtain a brighter and glossy effect use the 
Deep Gloss n°2. Remember, if the surface is in bad condition, we suggest you start 
using the Hard Cut n°0.

AVAILABLE FORMATS: 1kg
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0830260010
ORANGE PAD N°1:
Cutting pad, not as rigid and rough as the Yellow pad n°0. Not only does it get rid 
of scratches, but also it boosts the shiny effect of its paste: Gloss Cut n°1. Orange 
pad n°1 and Gloss Cut n°1 were studied to be used together, as you can see from 
their color, to obtain an excellent finish.

0830080001
DEEP GLOSS N°2 :

It is a polishing paste with a low abrasive effect, it is commonly known as “Polish 
against holograms”. Thanks to its special formula that combines 

nanotech abrasives and polishing agents, this polish guarantees:
- A perfect removal of light opacities, sanding scratches (P4000-P5000), 

swirls, holograms and small scratches.
- An amazing shiny and glossy effect that will make your car paint stand out.

Shake before use, apply the product on its specific cutting pad White Pad n°2. 
Spread the paste on the surface evenly with the polisher at minimum speed, then 

move to medium speed for 30 seconds. Remove the residues with a microfiber 
towel. We suggest protecting your work by applying the protective Pro Wax n°3. 

AVAILABLE FORMATS:  1kg

0830260011
WHITE PAD N°2 :
Soft pad to polish, but it can also help to get rid of small scratches or holograms. 
Used with its paste: Deep Gloss n°2, they guarantee an amazing result.
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0830080009
PRO WAX N°3 :
It is a super-protective wax, it is water-repellent and it guarantees high resistance.
Pro Wax n°3 creates a thin but strong layer that sticks to the car paint. It 
guarantees a glossy effect and it protects the car body against atmospheric 
agents, UV rays, polluting substances, resins, bird excrements, etc. 
Apply the product all over the car body using its specific soft Red Pad n°3. 
Let it dry for 10-15 minutes. Remove the residues with a microfiber cloth.

AVAILABLE FORMATS:  1kg 

0830260012
RED PAD N°3:

Extra soft pad, studied to apply correctly and evenly the wax. 
It guarantees a higher absorption of the product by the car body 

paint. Its qualities are boosted if used with its paste Pro Wax n°3.
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0850080000
TEXTILE NANO COAT:
Specific product for the care of all the interior textile surfaces and also for the 
textile hood. Textile Nano Coat creates a hydrophobic and oleophobic film 
ensuring protection against liquids, dirt and dust which, this way, can’t enter the 
textile fibers. Therefore the care and the cleaning of the interiors is by far easier 
and the normal aging process due to weather and polluting agents, UV rays, 
moisture, smog comes slowed down.

AVAILABLE FORMATS: 500ml
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0850080004
GLASS ERASER:

Specific decontaminant for glass and metal. Glass Eraser is the basic step to 
prepare the surface before the application of Glass Nano Coat. It  removes traces 

and residuals of fat, iron, resin and limestone, providing a deeply clean and fully 
decontaminated surface.  Spread the product evenly on the surface and wait for 

the complete drying: then remove it with a microfiber cloth with circular motion.  
If necessary, wet the surface to facilitate the product removal.

AVAILABLE FORMATS: 500ml 

0850080003
GLASS NANO COAT:
It protects car glass windows from dirt, atmospheric agents and air pollution than-
ks to its long lasting hydrophobic and oleophobic features. 
The rain drops on the coated glass will flow away with the air created by the car 
speed thus avoiding the formation of dirt and limestone residuals which can oxi-
dize the surface. It also increases visibility and it drastically reduces the use of the 
windshield wipers. 
Conditions of storage: Do not store at temperatures higher than 25 °C 

AVAILABLE FORMATS: 30ml
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0850080001
EXTERIOR NANO COAT:
Nanotechnological product to protect the outer surfaces of your car. 
Exterior nano coat creates a hydrophobic, oleophobic and protective film giving 
the surface a smooth, silky  touch finishing.It protects the paint from aging caused 
bypolluting agents, weather, UV rays and birds’ dirt. It preserves the shine and 
brilliance of the paint thus reducing the number of car-washes.
Applicable on car body paint and gelcoat.

AVAILABLE FORMATS: 50ml

0850080002  
INTERIOR NANO COAT:

Specific product to protect all interior car surfaces, except fabrics. 
It creates a protective layer against dirt and aging. With antibacterial action. 

Hydro & Oleophobic features.

AVAILABLE FORMATS: 100ml

0830080002 
NANO PREP-decontaminant:
Decontaminante specifico per rimuovere residui di paste ed eventuali oli e grassi 
presenti sulla carrozzeria dopo la lucidatura. Nano Prep aiuta a preparare 
la superficie prima dell’applicazione di prodotti di protezione nanotecnologica 
o cere garantendo un’aderenza ottimale.

AVAILABLE FORMATS:  500ml
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0030040002
INTERIOR CLEANER:
Specific detergent for the car interiors steam cleaning. Interior Cleaner has been studied 
to be used combined with our 09EVO steam machines. It cleans all the materials in the car 
interiors: plastics, fabrics, natural and synthetic leather, car mats, upholstery. It is safe for 
the environment and the operator because it does not contain allergens, it only contains 
biodegradable substances and mineral salts.
Interior Cleaner has our DettaglioAuto fragrance: DettaglioAuto Air Freshener. It gives 
away a delicate and pleasant feel of cleanliness.
Shake before using it. if used combined with our steam equipment, dilute the product with 
water at 3-6%. Spray steam and detergent on the surface, brush it and then proceed with 
the vacuuming phase. For stubborn stains, spray Interior Cleaner pure directly on the 
surface.

AVAILABLE FORMATS: 500ml - 5lt - 20lt
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0030040000
VAPOR BRILL:

Specific  eco cleaner for car exteriors steam cleaning. Vapor Brill hashigh 
biodegradability> 90% and comes without allergenic ingredients. It is safe for 

both the environment and the operator. Vapor Brill guarantees a long lasting 
shiny result with a protective action thanks to the presence of natural carnauba 

wax in its composition.. A detergent with a good lubricating action that allows the 
removal of dirt without compromising the surface and the result. Use Vapor Brill 

every time to get a perfectly clean, shiny and protected car! 
Method of use with steam machines: dilute in water at 1% and pour the solution 

into the appropriate detergent tank provided with the 09EVO steam equipment . 
Spray the solution with  steam on the surface to be treated evenly, 

remove it using  steam and a microfibre cloth. 

AVAILABLE FORMATS:  500ml - 5lt - 20lt

0030040001
CRYSTAL GLASS:
Glass cleaner, useful to degrease and clean all the car windows. It gets rid of dirt 
and dust without leaving halos thanks to its self-drying feature. it guarantees a 
uniform and shiny result. It can be used on mirrors, crystals, windows, 
plastic laminates and polished and chromed surfaces. Crystal glass is 
highly biodegradable and it does not contain allergens, it can be used also as a 
dust cleaner for car interiors and  exteriors.. Shake it before using it, spray it 
directly on the surface to treat and remove it with a cloth. We advise using the 
specific DettaglioAuto window cloth, in order to obtain a fast but perfect result.

AVAILABLE FORMATS: 500ml - 5lt - 20lt
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0030040006
AIR FRESHNER:
Our air freshener has a delicate scent that offers a pleasant feeling of cleanliness. 
Air Freshener releases a light, non-invasive but lasting fragrance. It is a highly 
biodegradable product according to the OECD 301 test or others, moreover, 
it does not contain allergens. 
Thanks to its gentle fragrance it is suitable for  everyone. 
Shake before use and spray it as much as you like directly on the car mat.

AVAILABLE FORMATS: 500ml - 5lt - 20lt
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0030040003
PRE CLEANER: 

Specific degreasing detergent to easily remove insects and resins from the car 
body. It is a pre-cleaner studied to remove more easily and faster most of the dirt 

before the steam cleaning. Pre-cleaner doesn’t contain allergens, it only contains 
mineral salts and biodegradable substances. Shake before use, spray it directly 

on the surface to treat and let it act for a few minutes, but don’t let it dry! Remove it 
using steam and the hydro jet function or rinse the surface with water.

AVAILABLE FORMATS: 500ml - 5lt - 20lt

0030040004
RIM LUX :
Specific detergent for fast and perfect car rims cleaning. 
Thanks to its degreasing action it removes the dirt, easing the manual steam 
cleaning of the rim. After rinsing the surface with steam or water hydrojet the 
surface will be perfectly clean and shiny. Rim Lux is a safe product for the 
environment and for the user, its formula does not contain allergens, it only 
contains rapidly biodegradable substances and mineral salts.
Shake before use, spray pure on the rim and leave on  for a few minutes. 
We suggest using a specific brush to clean the rims. Rinse the surface and dry it 
using a microfiber cloth.

AVAILABLE FORMATS: 500ml - 5lt - 20lt
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